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At a time when our democracy is fractured along the fault
lines of race, ethnicity, and religion, and when social mobility
has stalled, high-quality integrated public schools could
take us on a better path forward. Racial and socioeconomic
school integration has proven to be one of the most
powerful strategies known to educators to improve the lives
of students and reduce national division.

final part lays out long-term, medium-term, and short-term
sets of policy initiatives that could make school integration
a true federal priority, and, ultimately, a cornerstone in the
renewal of the federal Elementary and Secondary Education
Act, known as the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA).

Yet, in the face of growing school segregation, the federal
government currently commits only a paltry amount of
resources to support integration. To close the gap between
the dire need for action and the absence of federal leadership,
this report proposes a number of policy ideas for members
of Congress to consider.

School integration, by race and socioeconomic status,
goes to the very purpose of public education in the United
States: to promote social mobility in the economy and
social cohesion in our democracy. At the same time, school
integration offers a third benefit: it is among the most costeffective ways of promoting better outcomes for students.
This report takes each of these benefits in turn.1

The first part of this report reviews the research on the
powerful academic, cognitive, civic, socioemotional, and
economic benefits of school integration. The second part
outlines the evidence showing rising school segregation,
and the relatively weak medicine the federal government
currently brings to the problem; this section, however, also
details some pockets of hope: a growing number of school
districts that are taking steps to reduce segregation, as well
as a few emerging federal and state proposals. The third and

The Benefits of School Integration

Social Mobility and Social Justice: How School
Integration Promotes Academic and Cognitive
Benefits, Particularly for Disadvantaged Students
Students in socioeconomically and racially diverse schools
have stronger academic outcomes, on average, than
students in schools with concentrated poverty. This is true
even after students’ individual socioeconomic status is taken
into account.

This report can be found online at: https://tcf.org/content/report/bold-agenda-school-integration/
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• Students in integrated schools have higher
average test scores. On the 2017 National
Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) given
to fourth-graders in math, for example, low-income
students attending schools that are more affluent
scored roughly two years of learning ahead of lowincome students in high-poverty schools.2 (See
Figure 1.) Controlling carefully for students’ family
background, another study found that students in
mixed-income schools showed 30 percent more
growth in test scores over their four years in high
school than peers with similar socioeconomic
backgrounds in schools with concentrated poverty.3
• Students in integrated schools are more likely
to enroll in college. When comparing students
with similar socioeconomic backgrounds, students
at schools with high average socioeconomic
status are 68 percent more likely to enroll at fouryear colleges than their peers at schools with low
average socioeconomic status.4
• Students in integrated schools are less likely to
drop out. Dropout rates are significantly higher
for students in segregated, high-poverty schools
than for students in integrated schools.5 During the
height of desegregation in the 1970s and 1980s,
dropout rates decreased for minority students,
and the greatest decline in dropout rates occurred
in districts with the greatest reductions in school
segregation.6
• Integrated schools help to reduce racial
achievement gaps. The racial achievement gap
in K–12 education closed more rapidly during the
peak years of school desegregation in the 1970s
and 1980s than they have overall during the more
recent era in which desegregation policies were
dismantled.7 More recently, black and Latinx
students had smaller achievement gaps when
compared with white students on the 2007 and
2009 National Assessment of Educational Progress
when they were less likely to be stuck in high-

poverty school environments.8 The gap in SAT
scores between black and white students is also
larger in segregated districts: one study showed
that changing from an environment of complete
segregation in a school district to one of complete
integration would reduce the SAT score disparity
by as much as one quarter.9
• Integrated classrooms encourage critical
thinking, problem solving, and creativity.
Diverse classrooms, in which students learn
cooperatively alongside those whose perspectives
and backgrounds are different from their own, are
beneficial to all students, including middle-class
white students, because they promote creativity,
motivation, deeper learning, critical thinking, and
problem-solving skills.10
Social Cohesion and Combating Racism:
How School Integration Produces Civic and
Socioemotional Benefits for All Students
Racially and socioeconomically diverse schools offer
students of all racial and socioeconomic backgrounds
important socioemotional benefits by exposing them to
peers of different backgrounds. The increased tolerance
and cross-cultural dialogue that result are beneficial for civil
society.
• Attending a diverse school can help reduce
racial bias and counter stereotypes. Children
are at risk of developing stereotypes about racial
groups if they live in and are educated in racially
isolated settings. By contrast, when school settings
include students from multiple racial groups,
students become more comfortable with people of
other races, which leads to a dramatic decrease in
discriminatory attitudes and prejudices.11
• Students who attend integrated schools are
more likely to seek out integrated settings later
in life. Integrated schools encourage relationships
and friendships across group lines.12 According
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FIGURE 1

NAEP FOURTH GRADE MATH SCORES FOR STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR THE
NATIONAL SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM, 2017

to one study, students who attend racially diverse
high schools are more likely to live in diverse
neighborhoods five years after graduation.13
• Integrated classrooms can improve students’
satisfaction and intellectual self-confidence.
Research on diversity at the college level shows
that when students have positive experiences
interacting with students of other backgrounds
and view the campus racial and cultural climate as
affirming, they emerge with greater confidence in
their own academic abilities.14
• Learning in integrated settings can enhance
students’ leadership skills. A longitudinal study
of college students found that the more often firstyear students were exposed to diverse educational
settings, the more their leadership skills improved.15

Cost-Effectiveness:

How

School

Integration

Produces Economic Benefits
Providing more students with integrated school
environments is a cost-effective strategy for boosting
student achievement and preparing students for work in a
diverse global economy.
• School integration efforts produce a high return
on investment. According to one recent estimate,
reducing socioeconomic segregation in our schools
by half would produce a return on investment of
three to five times the cost of the programs.16
• Attending an integrated school can be a more
effective academic intervention than receiving
extra funding in a higher-poverty school. A
2010 study of students in Montgomery County,
Maryland, found that students living in public
housing randomly assigned to lower-poverty “green
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FIGURE 2

MATH SCORES FOR PUBLIC HOUSING STUDENTS, BY TYPE OF SCHOOL

FIGURE 3

FEDERAL SCHOOL INTEGRATION FUNDING VERSUS FEDERAL COMPENSATORY FUNDING, FISCAL YEAR 2019
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zone” neighborhoods and schools outperformed
those assigned to higher-poverty “red zone”
neighborhoods and schools in math and reading,
even though the higher-poverty schools received
$2,000 extra funding per pupil.17 (See Figure 2.)
• School integration promotes more equitable
access to resources. Integrating schools can help to
reduce the disparities in access to well-maintained
facilities, highly qualified teachers, challenging
courses, and private and public funding.18
• Diverse classrooms prepare students to succeed
in a global economy. In higher education,
university officials and business leaders argue that
diverse college campuses and classrooms prepare
students for life, work, and leadership in a more
global economy by fostering leaders who are
creative, collaborative, and able to navigate deftly
in dynamic, multicultural environments.19

The Current State of School
Integration
Even though there is a strong social science consensus
among educators and researchers that school integration
is better for children than school segregation, legislators
and other policymakers have not taken sufficient action to
promote school diversity. The absence of strong federal
efforts in the face of a decades-long trend of rising school
segregation is particularly troublesome. Thankfully, a
number of courageous local leaders have taken steps to
embrace diversity, pursuing efforts that are deserving of
federal support.
Anemic Federal Efforts
There was a time when the federal government played a
powerful role in desegregating schools, particularly in the
South. Following the 1954 U.S. Supreme Court decision
in Brown v. Board of Education, Southern states resisted
integration for more than a decade. But districts began to
integrate after Congress passed key provisions in a pair

of laws in the mid-1960s: Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, which made it illegal for districts receiving federal
funding to discriminate based on race; and Title I of the
1965 Elementary and Secondary Education Act, which for
the first time provided substantial federal aid to education.
Federal administrators used the threat of withholding Title I
funds to make Southern schools the most desegregated in
the nation.
However, this political will began to fade in the 1970s, as whites
resisted desegregation efforts, often violently. Congress
passed an anti-busing rider on appropriations legislation,
forbidding the use of federal funds for transportation to
desegregate.20 Efforts to desegregate shifted to a more
politically palatable approach: federal funding for magnet
schools, which used special themes (such as arts or sciences)
or teaching approaches (such as Montessori) to voluntarily
attract white, middle-class families into schools in minority
and high-poverty neighborhoods.21
When properly structured, these magnet school programs
can be effective in promoting diversity and improving
outcomes for students. But federal support for magnet
schools remains very modest. In fiscal year 2019, the federal
government appropriated just $105 million for magnet
schools compared with $15.9 billion for the Title I program
of compensatory education for high-poverty schools.22 (See
Figure 3.)
This lack of any serious federal legislative commitment to
desegregation has been accompanied by a judicial pullback:
beginning in the late 1980s and early 1990s, judges began
making it easier for school districts to be declared “unitary,”
meaning they have done enough to desegregate and are
released from judicial desegregation orders. On top of that,
the U.S. Supreme Court under Chief Justice John Roberts
struck down two voluntary racial integration programs in
Louisville and Seattle in 2007, further chilling efforts to
integrate by race.23
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Rising School Segregation
Given the federal legislative and judicial pullback on school
diversity, it was highly predictable that schools would resegregate. According to a 2016 report from the Government
Accountability Office, the percentage of schools in which
75–100 percent of students were low-income and black or
Hispanic grew from 9 percent in 2000–01 to 16 percent in
2013–14.24 (See Figure 4.)
Pockets of Hope: Grass-Roots Efforts to Promote
School Diversity
In the face of a federal retreat from desegregation and rising
levels of segregation, a small but growing number of school
districts are fighting back to create high-quality integrated
schools for their students. Although the Supreme Court’s
decision in 2007 curtailed the ability of school districts
to use the race of individual students to pursue voluntary
integration efforts, it left open the door to considering the
racial makeup of neighborhoods, or the socioeconomic
status of individual students.
Local Efforts

Since 1996, socioeconomic diversity plans have been
something of a growth industry among school integration
efforts. In 1996, The Century Foundation identified just
two school districts educating 30,000 students; today, the
number exceeds 100 districts and charter school networks,
educating more than 4 million students. (See Figure 5.)
Although charter schools are often more segregated than
traditional public schools, there has been growing interest in
creating “diverse-by-design” charter schools, whose growth
The Century Foundation has also documented.25
These districts and charter schools pursuing socioeconomic
diversity plans are located in thirty-two states—both red and
blue—throughout the country. (See Figure 6.) The Century
Foundation recently profiled nine of these districts: New
York, NY; Chicago, IL; Hartford, CT; Dallas, TX; Jefferson
County (Louisville), KY; Stamford, CT; Eden Prairie, MN;
Champaign, IL; and Cambridge, MA.26

Seeking to support these local efforts for school diversity,
some state and federal policymakers have begun to generate
proposals for voluntary integration.
State Efforts

Among the most promising state-level efforts are proposals
in Maryland and New York.
• Maryland Proposals for School Diversity.
In Maryland, former teacher and state senator
Bill Ferguson, a Baltimore Democrat, has long
sounded the alarm about the opportunity gap
created and sustained by school segregation. In
2015, Ferguson introduced SB 683, legislation that
would establish Next Generation Schools, which
would be run with the explicit intent of creating
socioeconomically integrated, multi-jurisdictional
schools.27 The following year, Ferguson proposed
legislation to create the Maryland Education
Development Collaborative (EDCo), which would
make recommendations to the State Board of
Education, the General Assembly, and local school
systems about ways to diversify schools.28 Currently,
the state’s Kirwan Commission on Innovation and
Excellence in Education recognizes the value of
student and educator diversity when considering
how to strengthen Maryland’s public schools.
• New York
State Integration Project—
Professional
Learning
Community.
To
tackle school segregation and chronic school
underperformance simultaneously, in 2015, thenNew York State education commissioner John King
(who later served as U.S. secretary of education)
established the Socioeconomic Integration Pilot
Program. Research suggests that school integration
and magnet schools can be among the most
effective school turnaround efforts.29 The program,
which is still in existence but now called the New York
State Integration Project, uses school-improvement
funding from the federal government to turn
around struggling schools by creating innovative
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FIGURE 4

CHANGES IN THE PERCENTAGE OF SCHOOLS THAT ARE HIGH POVERTY
AND 75–100 PERCENT BLACK OR HISPANIC, 2000–01 TO 2013–14

FIGURE 5

NUMBER OF DISTRICTS AND CHARTERS IDENTIFIED AS HAVING
SOCIOECONOMIC INTEGRATION PLANS, 1996–PRESENT
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FIGURE 6

LOCATIONS OF IDENTIFIED DISTRICTS AND CHARTERS WITH
SOCIOECONOMIC INTEGRATION POLICIES

This interactive can be found online at: https://tcf.org/content/report/bold-agenda-school-integration/

and attractive magnet programs. According to
Assistant Commissioner Ira Schwartz, the grant
program aims to increase socioeconomic, racial,
and ethnic diversity in schools, as well as encourage
a better mix of students who have disabilities or are
learning English. A portion of the funding, roughly
$50,000 to $70,000 per district, is used to provide
district leaders with education, training, and support
as part of what the state describes as a “professional
learning community” to pursue the best policies and
practices for school integration.30 The first phase of
grants are noncompetitive, with funds available for
each of the eligible districts (which were selected
based on criteria including having high levels of
within-district or between-district segregation), if
they choose to participate. The grants have proven
popular.31 After this first phase of grants, interested
districts can enter a competitive process to apply
for more funding for implementation.

Federal Efforts

In recent years, a few federal policymakers have made
important suggestions to reduce school and housing
segregation. Among the leading federal proposals are:
• the Strength in Diversity Act, a proposal for $120
million in grants to voluntary efforts to integrate by
race and socioeconomic status;
• congressional efforts to eliminate anti-integration
riders on appropriations prohibiting spending on
transportation; and
• proposals from Senator Warren and Senator Booker
to reduce housing segregation.
We discuss each of these proposals further below in the
context of several ideas we propose for beefing up federal
integration efforts.
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A Federal
Integration

Agenda

for

School

Building on existing local, state, and federal proposals to
integrate, what sorts of proposals should Congress consider
in order to meaningfully move forward on school diversity?
Below, we outline eight ideas that fall into three buckets:
big and bold ideas for long-term reform; meaningful and
important ideas for the near future; and low-hanging
fruit that policymakers should pluck immediately. These
proposals are meant to supplement the excellent set of
legislative and regulatory proposals recently outlined by the
National Coalition on School Diversity.32
Three Big and Bold Ideas for the Long Term
1. Increase Title I Funding and Authorize $500 Million of that Funding
for School Integration

Title I of the 1965 Elementary and Secondary Education
Act is the primary means by which the federal government
provides aid to school districts, with a focus on those educating
low-income students. Title I does not provide aid directly
for the education of individual poor students but rather
provides “funds to areas with concentrations of poverty.”33
Research finds that money can have an important impact
on raising student achievement.34 The case for expanding
Title I is strong, and we advocate increased funding. Having
said that, there is a compelling case that some portion of
new Title I funds should be allocated specifically for school
integration. Research suggests that school integration efforts
can be a highly effective way of producing educational gains
for students—sometimes even more cost-effective than
compensatory spending, as Heather Schwartz’s study of
Montgomery County, Maryland public schools suggested.
(See Figure 2 above.)
Current levels and allocations of federal government
spending on Title I do not comport with the research on
the effectiveness of school integration efforts. As noted
above, Title I allocates $15.9 billion in fiscal year 2019 for
compensatory education in high-poverty schools, meant
to mitigate the effects of poverty and school poverty

concentrations, while the federal government allocated only
$105 million for school integration efforts in the form of the
Magnet Schools Assistance Program. (See Figure 3, above.)
Does it really make sense for the federal government to
allocate 151 times as much money to addressing the effects
of poverty and concentrated poverty as it does to supporting
initiatives that prevent or undo concentrations of poverty in
the first place?
Integration programs—including magnet schools, school
rezoning to promote diversity, districtwide “controlled choice”
plans that combine choice with civil rights protections, and
interdistrict integration efforts such as transfer programs—
deserve more federal support. Although they are costeffective in improving the public good, the launching
of well-designed integration programs still requires the
expenditure of funds. Money is needed, for example, to help
voluntarily transport children from different neighborhoods
to attend school together. Likewise, because integration is
most effective when families have an affirmative incentive
to attend an integrated school (because of a special
magnet theme, or teaching approach), funds are needed
for equipment and professional development around
particular themes (such as STEM or the performing arts) or
pedagogical approaches. On average, specialized magnet
programs cost about 10 percent more to deliver than general
education in a traditional public school setting.35
Because we support increases—rather than decreases—
in Title I funding, we recommend that Title I funding be
increased by more than $500 million, with up to $500 million
of the increase allocated to districts that wish to employ
Title I funds for school integration. In this way, the traditional
compensatory education function of Title I is held harmless.
Allocating funds through Title I would avoid having districts
compete against each other in order to participate, as they
do under some other integration proposals. The allocation
of Title I funding for school integration is analogous to what
John King did in directing School Improvement Grant (SIG)
funds toward the creation of the Socioeconomic Integration
Pilot Program in New York.
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The proposed $500 million allocation of Title I funds
is modest enough in size to allow the U.S. Department
of Education to quickly develop appropriate oversight
protocols, but it is large enough to have a meaningful impact
on school diversity. If successful, the allocation amount
could be increased over time. Because most segregation
in the United States is between school districts rather than
within them,36 we recommend that the U.S. Department
of Education prioritize requests to allocate funds for interdistrict integration programs.
2. An Economic Housing Act to Integrate Neighborhood Schools

To address growing economic and racial segregation of
schools, we also recommend that the Congress enact an
Economic Fair Housing Act, which would seek to curtail
exclusionary zoning policies that ban apartment buildings
and other multi-dwelling units. Today, roughly three-quarters
of American schoolchildren attend neighborhood public
schools, that is, one to which they were zoned. Changes in
housing policy that eliminate exclusionary zoning practices
thus can help integrate the schools that serve these
neighborhoods.37
The idea behind an Economic Fair Housing Act, which is
outlined more fully in a 2017 Century Foundation report, is
straightforward.38 After the U.S. Supreme Court struck down
racial zoning laws designed to promote racial segregation in
1917, jurisdictions rapidly adopted economically exclusionary
zoning policies that banned apartment buildings and other
multifamily units, in order to achieve much the same result.
Today, exclusionary zoning is pervasive in the United States
and has been found to exacerbate both economic and racial
segregation. Jonathan Rothwell of Gallup and Douglas
Massey of Princeton have found that “a change in permitted
zoning from the most restrictive to the least would close 50
percent of the observed gap between the most unequal
metropolitan area and the least, in terms of neighborhood
inequality.”39
Just as it is illegal to discriminate in housing based on
race, it should be illegal for municipalities to employ
exclusionary zoning policies (such as banning apartment

buildings, townhouses, or houses on modest-sized lots) that
discriminate based on income and exclude the non-rich
from many neighborhoods—and thus from their associated
schools. At the individual housing unit level, free market
forces would continue to discriminate by income, because
some apartments and houses will inevitably retain their
expensive price tags—that simply is what markets do. But
government zoning policies should not artificially inflate
prices further and abet this economic exclusion by rendering
off limits entire communities by making it impossible to
rent an apartment, live in a townhouse, or purchase a home
on even a modest plot of land. Congress passed a similar
federal law prohibiting zoning that discriminates against
religious organizations in 2000.40
One alternative to a complete ban on exclusionary zoning
would be a federal policy to reduce the amount of mortgage
interest that a family can deduct in jurisdictions that practice
exclusionary zoning, as the University of North Carolina’s
John Boger has suggested.41 While this wouldn’t eliminate
them, it would make them less desirable. Another variation
would bar federal funding for infrastructure to municipalities
that insist on exclusionary zoning policies. Congress should
also strengthen the 1968 federal Fair Housing Act’s racial
anti-discrimination policies.42
Although zoning is traditionally thought of as a local
prerogative, versions of legislation attacking exclusionary
zoning have become an important part of the federal dialogue
on segregation. Last year, Senator Cory Booker (D-NJ)
introduced the Housing, Opportunity, Mobility and Equity
(HOME) Act to curtail exclusionary zoning. Under Booker’s
proposal, states, cities, and counties receiving funding under
the $3.3 billion federal Community Development Block
Grant program for public infrastructure and housing would
be required to develop strategies to reduce barriers to
housing development and increase the supply of housing.
Plans could include authorizing more high-density and
multifamily zoning and relaxing lot size restrictions. The goal
is for affordable housing units to comprise no less than 20
percent of new housing stock.43
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Likewise, Senator Elizabeth Warren (D-MA) has proposed a
comprehensive housing plan that includes a new $10 billion
infrastructure program with powerful incentives to reduce
exclusionary zoning rules, such as “minimum lot sizes or
mandatory parking requirements.” As she explained in March
2019, “to even apply for these grants,” localities “must reform
land-use rules to allow for the construction of additional welllocated affordable housing units.”44 Warren has also called for
making it illegal for landlords to discriminate against renters
with federal housing vouchers.45
State-level legislative proposals have also questioned the
once-dominant view that zoning is strictly a local matter.
Californians have recently debated legislation to reduce
exclusionary zoning, particularly near mass transit hubs.46
Spurred in part by affordability concerns, policymakers in
Massachusetts and Seattle have also considered proposals
to curtail exclusionary zoning.47 Significantly, Minneapolis
recently became the first major city to adopt a proposal to
end single-family zoning restrictions entirely.48
3. Federal Pre-Clearance of Efforts of School Districts to Secede

School district boundaries and school zones within districts
both too often perpetuate racial and socioeconomic
segregation. Recently, a growing number of communities—
at least seventy-one since 2000, according to research from
EdBuild—have attempted to split from their parent school
districts, often yielding massive funding inequities and
allowing wealthier and whiter districts to isolate themselves
and their resources from students with greater need.49 In
Ohio, for example, the Monroe Local School District was
created in 2000 after breaking away from Middletown City
School District. In 2015, the median price for an owneroccupied home in Monroe was $159,200, or 73 percent
higher than it would be in Middletown; at the same time,
the median household income in Monroe was 95 percent
higher than that of the neighboring city it had left behind.50
The exclusionary intent behind many of these school district
secession movements is only thinly veiled: in Gardendale,
Alabama, for example, a pro-secession organizer openly
complained that the school population looked “different”
from those that attend the sporting or religious gatherings

in her more insular neighborhoods.51 Currently, of the thirty
states that have secession laws on the books, only nine
require a study of the funding impact of such an action, and
just six require consideration of a succession’s effects on
racial or socioeconomic segregation or student equity.52 We
recommend that Congress adopt a requirement for federal
preclearance of major district boundary changes secessions
in order to better protect low-income children and children
of color from further disinvestment due to discriminatory
intent or effect. This system could operate similarly to
Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, but would be designed
to be a “bail-in” system, thus following the Supreme Court’s
holding in Shelby County v. Holder.53 Under the Voting Rights
Act, preclearance applied where a “test or device” was used
to screen would-be voters and where fewer than half of the
eligible voters exercised that right or registered. Though the
Supreme Court struck down Section 5’s coverage formula,
federal courts can legally order that some jurisdictions
with a proven history of discrimination are subject to
additional oversight and approval. Jurisdictions covered by
preclearance may not pursue plans that alter or eliminate
voting procedures—including redistricting—without prior
approval of a federal court or the U.S. Department of
Justice. Plans are approved only if (1) there is no indicated
intention to dilute minority voting power and (2) it does not
have the effect of doing so, intended or not.54
Two Meaningful and Important Ideas for the Near
Future
1. Strength in Diversity Act

In September 2018, Congresswoman Marcia Fudge (DOH) and Senator Chris Murphy (D-CT) introduced the
Strength in Diversity Act. The bill would authorize $120
million in grants to districts for “voluntary communitydriven strategies” to reduce school segregation.55 Fudge and
Murphy introduced an earlier version of the bill in July 2016
under the name the Stronger Together School Diversity
Act, with support from major nonprofit, labor, and advocacy
organizations, including the American Federation of
Teachers, the National Education Association, the Education
Law Center, and the NAACP.56
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FIGURE 7

. FEDERAL FUNDING FOR CHARTER SCHOOLS VERSUS
MAGNET SCHOOLS, FISCAL YEAR 2019

The bill allow grantees to adopt creative, tailored, evidencebased solutions to segregation. If passed, the bill would allow
grantees to use funds for a variety of purposes: to study
segregation within their region; evaluate current policies and
develop evidence-based plans; revise school boundaries
or establish equitable public school choice zones; create
and expand innovative and magnetic school programs that
would appeal to a diverse group of families; and recruit and
train teachers that could support these schools and work
with a diverse student population.
Adoption of the Strength in Diversity Act—the most
prominent legislative effort to support school integration—
would represent an enormous step forward for the country.
2. Double Federal Magnet School Funding from $105 Million to $210
Million

The federal Magnet Schools Assistance Program—the
primary existing vehicle of federal support for school
integration—was allocated a modest $105 million in fiscal year
2019.57 By contrast, charter schools, which research suggests

has even higher levels of segregation than traditional public
schools, receive four times as much federal support ($440
million in fiscal year 2019).58 (See Figure 7.) This disparity
exists despite the fact that magnet schools and charter
schools educate comparable numbers of students. (Magnet
schools educate 3.5 million students, while charters educate
3.1 million.)59
We are by no means opposed to charter schools; indeed,
we believe that, with the proper incentives, charter schools
can be a vehicle for school integration (see discussion
below). But magnet schools deserve much stronger federal
support than they currently receive. Researchers have found
that integrated magnet schools can improve outcomes for
students; one high-quality study comparing magnet school
lottery winners and losers in Connecticut, for example, found
that attending a socioeconomically and racially integrated
magnet school boosted achievement among middle school
and high school students alike.60 Evidence also suggests
many families want what magnet schools have to offer. A
2017 national survey found that 67 percent of magnet schools
report having waiting lists.61Currently, federal magnet school
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funding applies only to schools that avoid selecting students
through tests. We support that current federal policy.

2. Remove Title I Funding Penalty for School Integration

Three Pieces of Low Hanging Fruit that Should
Be Plucked Immediately (with No New Funding
Required)

As the National Coalition on School Diversity has noted,
today, Title I’s funding priority for high-poverty schools
can have the unintended consequence of discouraging
integration in districts where an effort to reduce segregation
could put a school below the Title I threshold for eligibility.
We join the National Coalition’s call to “recalibrate the Title
I funding formula so it does not penalize school districts
or schools that seek to pursue integration.”63 It is critical to
eliminate the perverse incentive to segregate, by creating a
safe harbor for schools where integration efforts could risk
the loss of Title I funds.

1. Remove Section 426 of General Education Provision Act (GEPA)

3. Make Diversity and Teacher Voice Priorities in the Charter Schools

which Prohibits Federal Funding for Transportation to Promote

Program

To advance school integration efforts—and meet parental
demand—we recommend that Congress double magnet
school funding, from $105 million to $210 million. The funding
increase should be coupled to strengthen accountability to
ensure that magnet schools reduce racial and economic
isolation.

Integration

Since at least 1974, Congress has consistently included riders
on appropriations bills that prohibited federal funding from
going toward transportation for school integration purposes,
undermining local control and flexibility. The anti-integration
riders mean, for example, that the districts participating in
the New York School Integration Project, which uses Title
I funds, may not spend those federal funds to support
transportation as part of a school improvement strategy
designed to desegregate schools. A bipartisan coalition
of elected officials has regularly sought to appease white
constituents uneasy about their children being bused into
predominantly black neighborhoods.62 Efforts to strike these
provisions failed as recently as 2017, when Congressman
Bobby Scott (D-VA) unsuccessfully championed their
removal.
Finally, in September 2018, after advocacy from civil
rights and education groups, Congress reached a funding
agreement that included removal of Sections 301 and 302
anti-busing riders from the budget. Despite this positive
movement, however, Section 426 of the General Education
Provisions Act remains, essentially echoing the provisions
in the now eliminated appropriations riders. We believe
Congress should remove this stain.

The original idea for charter schools, as articulated by
teacher union leader Albert Shanker in the late 1980s, was
to create new public schools where teachers would be able
to take on leadership roles and try out different teaching
methods, students of diverse backgrounds would come
together without rigid neighborhood attendance zones, and
lessons would be shared to improve public education more
generally.64 In practice, however, few charter schools today
live up to this vision. Charter schools are more likely than
traditional public schools to have either high-poverty or lowpoverty enrollment (more than 75 percent or less than 25
percent of students eligible for free or reduced-price lunch,
respectively), and less likely to be economically integrated.65
Charter schools also have higher rates of racial isolation than
traditional public schools, with 17 percent of charter schools
enrolling student bodies that are at least 99 percent students
of color, compared to 4 percent of traditional public schools.66
And only 11 percent of charter schools are unionized.67
Lawmakers can reclaim the original intended power of
charters to be laboratory schools for a diverse democracy,
by adding priorities for diversity and teacher voice into
the federal Charter Schools Program (CSP), which was
reauthorized in 2015 under Title IV of the Every Student
Succeeds Act (ESSA). In the 2019 appropriations, Congress
allotted $440 million in funding for charter schools, a 10
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percent increase over the previous year, even as overall
education funding saw a decline.68 CSP is a large pot
of money that could be better put to use to increase the
number of seats available in racially and socioeconomically
integrated schools that promote democracy. There are a
number of ways that policymakers can amend CSP to help
achieve this goal:
• Make enrolling diverse student bodies an explicit
part of the purpose of CSP, alongside its current
priorities, which include increasing the number
of high-quality schools, evaluating the impact of
charter schools and communities, and expanding
opportunities for underserved students.
• Expand priorities for diversity. CSP currently
includes a priority in the grants to charter
management organizations (CMOs) that “plan to
operate or manage high-quality charter schools
with racially and socioeconomically diverse student
bodies” as one of four priorities named in the law.69
However, there is no comparable priority for the
grants to state entities (which make up the bulk
of CSP funding) that would encourage states
to include a similar priority in their sub-grants to
charter schools, nor is there a priority in the federal
grants to individual charter school developers in
states without state entity grants.
• Require submission of data on charter school
demographics and analysis of impact on
surrounding schools in both the state entity and
CMO grants, and require the U.S. Department of
Education to analyze charter schools’ impact on
school integration as one of the outcomes of CSP.
• Give priority in the grants to state entities that
uphold the right of charter school teachers to
bargain collectively, including the option to
participate in existing bargaining units or form a
separate unit.70

Conclusion
At a time when American democratic values and public
education are threatened, it is important to lift up and
strengthen public schools that are serving our democracy
well. A number of localities have stepped up to adopt
policies to promote school diversity. But significant political
and legal impediments stand in the way of achieving
integrated schooling. The federal government has
abdicated its commitment to civil rights. It is time to make
school integration a cornerstone of the next iteration of the
Elementary and Secondary Education Act.
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